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Discovered three centuries ago and designated in the 1960s as an Intangible
Cultural Asset to be preserved from extinction, p'ansori is an art of epic storysinging largely developed in the Southwestern provinces of Korea. Emerging from
the periphery of the regional shaman ritual tradition and incorporating the extant
lyrical, narrative, and musical arts, p'ansori developed as a popular narrative entertainment reflecting the aesthetics and the socio-cultural mores of the later Chos6n
dynasty ( 1392- 1910). Gaining aristocratic and royal patronage, p'ansori in the 19th
century became selected, refined, and canonized into "The Five Narratives" supposedly to promote the five Confucian cardinal virtues: The Song of Ch'unhyang
for wifely virtue, The Song of Shim Ch'ong for filial piety, The Song of the
Underwater Palace for royalty, The Song of the Red Clijffor gentlemanly faith, and
The Song of Hungbo for sibling order.
One of the most beloved stories still told, The Song of Hiingbo is about sibling
rivalry, brotherly respect and devotion, exemplifying one of the most fundamental
beliefs, namely, "promotion of virtue and reproval of vice." In order to help her
English speaking audience to better understand the narrative, Chan Park provides
English narratives during her performance.

*****
Chan Park is Assistant Professor .of Korean Language and Literature at The Ohio
State University. She received her Ph.D. in East Asian languages and literature
from the University of Hawai'i and was a postdoctoral research fellow in Korean
studies at the University of California, Berkeley.
The first p'ansori singer to integrate Korean and English into a single performance,
Dr. Park has trained with some of the past century's greatest p'ansori master artists,
namely Ch'6ng Kw6njin, Song Uhyang, and Han Nongs6n, in addition to receiving
training in komun'go sanjo (Han Kaptuk and Kim Mugil) and s6lchanggo (Kim
Py6ngs6p).
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